
	

	 	 	 	

Su Chang solo show “Breath” 
 
AIKE DELLARCO is pleased to announce the opening of Su Chang’s solo 
exhibition “Breath” on September 8th, 2017. The exhibition includes new works by 
the artist and investigates boundaries of concealed and exposed using the usual 
feeling and rhyme of breath and a romantic approach of neutral aesthetics. 
 
The exhibition is disclosed with the mundane objects and shapes. Looking like 
ready made water sinks and ceramic tiles, gypsum sculptures were hand-molded 
by the artist and went through a careful process of shaping and compiling. Each 
work seems to be a habitual object however was peeled out of original context 
and represents the extraction and reconstruction of object's essence revealed by 
virtue of artist's unique language. Crossing the bounds of reality and sculpture 
spectators will be lead to an ambiguous world of uncertainty. 
 
The accordance of the absence of color and the white cube as background 
provides with an ephemeral “dizziness sensation”. Which is more, the dust and 
stains on the surface of white gypsum sculptures, reminding of “erratic wandering 
breathing”, along with the own state of the works that gradually rise, silently echo 
the internal human lifeblood. In the exhibition the sculpture and the human 
essence form special, positive-negative relationships. The artist combines the self 
of the object and the human nature, and creates different perception of being. In 
the ambience of silent mourning, the sound of absent water and human body 
movements similar to the outline appear and disappear in the fanciful room of 
viewers. 
 
 
 
 
Su Chang (1985) lives and works in Shanghai. Being an active contemporary sculpture artist, he 
uses simple and strong forms to investigate bounds of humdrum and perception. He had a solo 
exhibition “Trails" (Don gallery, Shanghai, 2015). His works were featured in numerous group 
exhibitions including “Partial Archive" (YELL space, Shanghai, 2017), “WE: A Community of 
Chinese Contemporary Artists" (chi K11 Art Museum, Shanghai, 2016), “The 2nd CAFAM / Future 
Exhibition: Observer - Creator / The Reality Representation of Chinese Young Art” (CAFA Art 
Museum, Beijing, 2015), “Awakening Intuition of China” (Enjoy Museum of Art, Beijing, 2014) 
“+Follow 2013: Existence” (MoCA, Shanghai, 2013), “Daily of Concept: A Practice of Life” 
(Shanghai Duolun Museum of Modern Art, Shanghai, 2012), etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 



	

	 	 	 	

Opening: September 8th, 2017, 4pm 

Date: September 9th – October 15th, 2017 

Opening hours: 10am - 6pm (closed on Mondays) 

Venue: AIKE DELLARCO, Building 6, 2555 Longteng Avenue, Xuhui District, Shanghai, 

China 200232 

 

For further information, please contact shanghai@aikedellarco.com. 

 

	


